The snRNP E protein multigene family contains five pseudogenes with common mutations.
Sequence data from three previously-uncharacterized members of the snRNP E protein multigene family suggest that each is a non-transcribed processed pseudogene, even though one clone has the potential to code for a full-length protein with greater than 90% similarity to previously-characterized E protein cDNAs. Each of the newly-analyzed family members is without introns, contains a tract of polyadenylic acid residues, and is flanked by short direct repeats. In addition, the three sequences all contain point mutations that distinguish them from the E protein coding sequence. Seven point mutations are common to the three sequences described here and to two previously-described E protein pseudogenes. Although all of these mutations are transitions, only 5 of 7 could have been generated by deamination of methylated cytosines in inactive genes. Thus, the common mutations in the pseudogenes suggest an origin other than the expressed gene that we have described. Allelic variants for two of the pseudogenes were detected and repetitive elements are located near four of the five E protein pseudogenes that have been characterized.